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About
WINGS

WINGS is a community of thought leaders and changemakers who are committed to
ensuring philanthropy reaches its fullest potential as a catalyst for social progress.
We are committed to end inertia, break down silos, challenge conventional
wisdom and create an enabling environment for philanthropy to flourish. Our goal
is to encourage collaboration and ignite potential — to rally philanthropic actors
everywhere to build a more just, equitable and healthy world, with more than 173
member organisations spanning 53 countries.

O ur
v i s i on

WINGS is committed to a world in which philanthropic
action in all its varied forms achieves its highest
potential as a catalyst for the transformative social
change necessary to build a more just, equitable and
sustainable world.

O ur
m i s s i on

To ensure philanthropic actors around the world
have the knowledge, tools and supportive environment
to create transformative change at an individual,
local and global level.

O ur
i ni t i a t i v e s

Collective intelligence
Strengthening ecosystems
Advocacy and policy
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From the
Executive
Director

For decades to come, 2020 will represent
the year during which the world shifted into
a new normal by being forced to adapt to
a global pandemic. Although we are still
trying to understand how to deal with the
situation and its daunting socio-economic
consequences, we already know that
these unprecedented events have forced
us not only to cope and respond but also
to rethink purpose, values and goals as
individuals and as institutions.

features more than 300 resources, illustrating
once again the critical role of philanthropy
support organisations in enabling and
orchestrating the collective response of our field.

Philanthropy has shown its critical role,
as a flexible and responsive safety net,
especially when it was able to support
work on the ground by communities and
citizens and to adapt to their needs. The
importance of the ecosystem that supports
the field became clearer than ever. Where
it exists: through its capacity to enhance
our response to the crisis. Where it is still
nascent: through the huge gaps it has left.

The year 2020 marked 20 years of us serving the
global philanthropy field. Having this celebration
happen in the midst of such an unprecedented
global crisis gave us an opportunity to actually
think even more deeply, even more boldly, about
the 20 years ahead and the role we want to play in
the world. We found ourselves thinking: how can
we leverage our unique global network to make a
difference on the most pressing global issues?

WINGS adapted to the challenge, offering
spaces for sharing and coming together to
our members at a time of great uncertainty
and challenge. This provided concrete
proof of how important it is for our sector
to share and learn globally when we face
such a massive global crisis. We created
a resource hub to document and track our
members’ responses to Covid-19, their
reflections and calls to action. It currently

We had to adapt and turn WINGSForum, initially
planned to take place in Nairobi, into a series
of virtual summits and online workshops for
members. The first event in November served as
a platform to celebrate an important milestone in
WINGS’ history: our 20th anniversary.

The new brand that we launched at WINGSForum
in November resonated with this expanded
aspiration to not only serve our members, but
with them, to catalyse the field. We presented
a manifesto that articulates our new vision
for WINGS as a changemaker committed to
social progress. Beyond being a membership
organisation, we aspire to be a catalyst able to
bring together the diversity of the philanthropy
field, build bridges and orchestrate collaboration.

Our new identity does not only offer a
refreshed image but, more importantly, truly
reflects our values and vision for a more
democratic, collaborative and impactful
philanthropy field. It also marks our
renewed commitment to our community to
offer them an open, inclusive and dynamic
platform where they can learn, share,
influence and collaborate. Our new website
and dynamic online members’ space now
allows our members to connect easily with
each other and stay informed.

collaborative, oriented towards systemic
change, well informed, but also sometimes
challenged so it can reinvent itself. In many
ways, 2020 has pushed us to think in these
ways and accelerate change.

Another great accomplishment made 2020
unique in WINGS’ history: the signing of a
new partnership of 1 million euros with the
European Commission (DG INTPA). With
its focus on advocating for an enabling
environment for philanthropy locally and
globally, this partnership gives WINGS the
means to elevate philanthropy’s voice at the
global level on enabling environment issues,
and more broadly, on collaboration between
philanthropy and other development actors. It
allows us to help our members at the national
and regional level improve the environment for
philanthropy, collaboration with governments
and preservation of civic space. This new
endeavour for WINGS is made even more
critical by the context of Covid-19 that saw
an increase in civic space restrictions on all
continents. This is just the beginning of the
long road to building our common voice. We
will need your engagement and support to
be successful.

We invite you to quietly celebrate this
important year for WINGS, our 20th
anniversary. We feel energised to start
this new cycle. A new cycle in which we
are better positioned than ever to make a
difference in critical times.

Much more could be said about such an
exceptional, disruptive but also thoughtprovoking year. I would like to end this note
by expressing my gratitude to our team and
board for remaining so committed to our
mission during this challenging period, and
also to our members for their continued
engagement. The network grew by 15%
despite the context or, perhaps because of
it, as we felt, more than ever, how we are
all interconnected globally and how much
we need to come together to solve the big
issues of our times.

Despite all the struggle, 2020 taught us that
we have no time to waste and that we need
to find new ways to accelerate change so
that we can not only respond to the crisis
but also accelerate the transition to a more
sustainable and equitable society.

Benjamin Bellegy
Executive Director

Our research “Philanthropy Networks:
Creating Voice, Value and Collective
Impact”, launched at the beginning of the
year, showed how critical networks are in
bringing about the philanthropy of tomorrow:
Annual Report 2020 - WINGS
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Welcoming
the new
WINGS
WINGS has grown from a loose network
founded in Oaxaca, Mexico, in 1998 to the
leading global philanthropy network with
more than 170 members in 53 countries
representing the whole spectrum of private
resources for the common good.
Since then the world has changed and so have
we. The field of philanthropy is expanding and
diversifying and while we are still a network
of support organisations and champions
for philanthropy’s development, we want
to find new ways to harness our collective
power. We now also see ourselves, our
network, as a community of thought leaders
and changemakers. Our vision is to ensure
philanthropy achieves its highest potential as
a catalyst for the transformative social change
necessary to build a more just, equitable and
sustainable society.

Our collective contribution toward the
common good is needed now more than ever.
With these important issues in our hearts and
minds, we are excited to (re)introduce you to
WINGS. We are the same organisation that you
have always known, deeply rooted in the same
mission and vision that created Worldwide
Initiatives In Grantmaker Support 20 years
ago. But an organisation that is ready to rise,
ready to elevate philanthropy. An expanded
vision and a new look - both updated to reflect
changing times.
We have only just begun to grow into the
promise of the name, WINGS. We are truly
excited to be on this journey with you: to
elevate philanthropy in all its forms everywhere
in the world.

During the last year, the challenges that
we face have escalated. The coronavirus
pandemic has exacerbated existing divisions
and inequalities, cost lives and jobs, and
taken away many of the simple freedoms that
bring us joy. Yet, there is hope. In the midst
of all the fear and suffering, there have been
innumerable acts of kindness, of generosity,
of humanity - all around the world.
For those of us involved in social impact work,
now is the time to accelerate the pace and
increase the impact of our work together.

Annual Report 2020 - WINGS
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Transformation
through
collective
action

C ollecti ve
i ntelli gence

We are a forum for collaborative problem-solving, where
the brightest thinkers in the philanthropic community can
share and learn from one another. With more than 173
member organisations spanning 53 countries, we are an
established hub of wisdom, critical thinking and practical
experience — not to mention a broad range of divergent
perspectives and operating philosophies. We synthesise
and curate this rich cache of intelligence to ensure the
philanthropic community we serve has access to the best
knowledge available anywhere.

W IN G S F o rum
Held every three years, WINGSForum offers a rare
opportunity for a truly unique collection of philanthropy
associations, support organisations, funders and
academics from all regions of the world to network, learn
from each other and deeply explore how philanthropy can
make an ever-greater contribution to social impact and civil
society building.
As a result of Covid-19, it was decided to postpone the
in-person event and to organise a series of online events
in the second semester of 2020 and early 2021. These
events offered opportunities to learn and engage through a
series of global discussions under the theme of ‘Imagine’,
in which we took a critical look at Power, Technology,
and Economy and advanced our collective reflections on
philanthropy’s transformation in a post-Covid-19 world.
On November 24, we welcomed a panel of voices from
all sides of philanthropy, including the co-author of
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the international bestseller ‘New Power’, and leaders in
community activism as well as corporate philanthropy.
They discussed and debated how power plays out in the
philanthropic and non-profit world, and what the strategies
and practices are that can begin to shift these dynamics.

During the rest of the year, we continued to disseminate
the guide on social media and host online sessions
and meetings: in January at PEX Forum in Madrid; in
September, we hosted an event to promote peer sharing
and knowledge exchange using concrete examples of how
organisations have used the insights from the publication;
and in October, we hosted another event to understand
more about how organisations in Latin America are using
the publication and how others can do the same.

Alongside the plenary event, we held exclusive workshops
for WINGS members. These brought together small groups
of our network from around the world to have intimate and
challenging conversations about where to start with changing
practice in order to shift power dynamics in philanthropy.

We worked alongside our members to make the
publication available in Russian and Ukrainian.

The power of networks,
dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic

Knowledge product - Acting together to
Lift Up Philanthropy: WINGS Guidance on
How to Build a Supportive Ecosystem

With the arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic, we wanted to
provide our network with the tools and space to come
together to collaborate, share, and innovate, while ensuring
that we, as a sector, could make a difference both locally
and globally within the context of the pandemic. In March,
we developed a series of activities based on a survey
conducted to assess the impact of the crisis on our
members and their expectations related to our work.

Throughout the year, we worked on a participatory
research project to understand and articulate the role and
value of the philanthropy support ecosystem (PSE) and
philanthropy support organisations (PSOs).
The research will be launched in 2021 and includes
three main blocks:

We designed the Global Philanthropy Resources Hub on
Covid-19 to provide information and resources on how
our members and partners are responding to the crisis,
displaying speed, flexibility, and openness in their actions
to mitigate the effects of the pandemic and their efforts
to promote systemic changes. We also started a series of
special global discussions on Philanthropy and Covid-19,
to create a safe space for leaders to come together and
have crucial conversations on the role of philanthropy
amidst this unprecedented situation. During each meeting,
CEOs, the senior leadership team from WINGS and WINGS
members joined the conversation to discuss a specific
topic related to the Covid-19 response.

1) a globally applicable and country-wide adaptable
taxonomy and mapping framework, including a
participatory methodology;

2) a metric tool - criteria and indicators to assess, rate
(where possible) and understand the impact of local/

regional PSOs to enhance knowledge and decision-making
on PSE efficacy and maturity in a region; and

3) country case studies from Kenya, India, and Russia to

understand the impact of PSOs in the field at the national level.

We are planning a series of activities to present the
publication, promote engagement and discussion on the
value of PSEs and PSOs, and introduce the practical tools
for different audiences.

Knowledge product - Philanthropy
Networks: Creating Value, Voice
and Collective Impact

Streng theni ng
ecosystems

In January, we published Philanthropy Networks: Creating
Value, Voice and Collective Impact, based on the inputs
from the “Driving Philanthropy for the Future” peer-learning
event held in Jamaica on April 23-26. The 59-page guide
combines thoughtful concepts, frameworks and practical
approaches, providing a comprehensive picture of how
practitioners, funders, and partners of philanthropy networks
and associations can build networks for the future.

Annual Report 2020 - WINGS
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The real potential of philanthropy in all its forms has
yet to be harnessed to its greatest effect, but achieving
this requires strategic thinking and investments in
the infrastructure that can support, stimulate, and
lead philanthropy. Through our global community of
philanthropy enablers and catalysts, we have the unique
ability to bring actors together - philanthropy networks,
advisors, advocates, giving platforms - to create a
stronger, more cohesive ecosystem that can help create a
more just, equitable and healthy world.

11

Strengthening philanthropy in Latin
America and the Caribbean

Advocacy
and p oli cy

We worked alongside our 40 member organisations in 11
countries, to implement a number of activities towards
strengthening philanthropy in the region. We co-ordinated
seven regional discussions to share experiences and
learn from the rich environment for philanthropy in Latin
America. We facilitated online spaces within the group
and with other regional actors amidst the Covid-19
pandemic to present national initiatives and to share
learnings to promote adoption and collaboration in other
contexts. We also curated and piloted working groups
to support deeper analysis of specific topics, such as
a task force to follow the work of the Grupo de Acción
Financiera de Latinoamérica (GAFILAT) and its impacts and
consequences for philanthropy in the region.

We use our global presence to leverage local and regional
initiatives in other regional or international networks to address
the potential and gaps for philanthropy, promote sustained
exchanges and connections within the field, and foster
capacity building and joint actions involving the different
actors in the support ecosystem. Additionally, our participation
in global spaces aims to raise the collective global voice of
philanthropy and provide the opportunity for our members
to share their inputs based on their local and regional
experiences. It’s time to strengthen our collective voice.

Additionally, we provided one training session in
advocacy to create a space for our members to not only
continue learning about the importance of advocacy for
philanthropy, but also to promote initiatives at a local and
regional level.

Unlocking Philanthropy’s Potential:
Enhancing the Enabling Environment,
Effectiveness and Leveraging the
Contributions of Philanthropy Actors
with the European Union

During the year, we engaged our members in an in-depth
analysis of the legal and fiscal environment for philanthropy
in the region, in partnership with the University of Indiana
Lilly School of Philanthropy and the Center for Philanthropy
and Social Investment Studies (CEFIS) at the Adolfo Ibañez
University in Chile. We gathered information from a group
of country experts from 13 countries (Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico,
Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, Jamaica and Barbados) and
a committee of our members was organised to prepare
comments on the results of the mapping. The publication
will be launched in the 4th quarter of 2021.

In 2020, we successfully completed a negotiation process
with the EU that will allow us to implement a USD 1.3
million project in the next 24 months. Starting in January
2021, this initiative will enhance the role of WINGS and
its members in the process of promoting a more enabling
environment for philanthropy.

SDG Philanthropy Platform

Funders Working Group

Our focus has been to go beyond the dissemination and
adoption of the SDG framework in the philanthropic world.
Building on previous efforts, we are promoting the SDGs
as a tool and common language to foster multi-stakeholder
collaboration for development involving philanthropy;
promoting investment in the development of philanthropy,
giving and social investment; and advocating for an
enabling environment for the field as a key pathway for the
successful implementation of the SDGs, including closing
the SDG funding gap and building the collective voice of
philanthropy on SDG-related matters.

The Funders Working Group, a collaborative effort among
foundations, individuals and public institutions seeking to
develop the philanthropy support ecosystem through direct
investment in improving systems and infrastructure, is
composed of 21 organisations in 11 countries.
During the year we hosted two sessions for funders to have
collaborative, global discussions on philanthropy, power
and new challenges. They also shared their experiences
on how the Covid-19 outbreak calls for a stronger
philanthropy infrastructure and provides an opportunity
to engage the sector more broadly on the importance of
collaboration, ecosystems thinking and the development of
philanthropy infrastructure.

Annual Report 2020 - WINGS

As a global network that strives to be accountable,
collaborative and transparent, we are uniquely placed to
provide a credible voice that represents the philanthropy
sector and advocates for its rights. To facilitate this,
we work to create new channels and platforms to help
philanthropic actors develop a more integrated approach
and set the highest standards of accountability and
transparency in their work.
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NPO Coalition on FATF

This year, we co-organised four online sessions, including
one in the margins of the High-level Political Forum on
Sustainable Development to reflect on philanthropy’s
potential role in the global response to Covid-19 and an
event with the United Nations Development Programme
Brazil on Philanthropic responses to the Covid-19
pandemic crisis and upcoming development challenges;
an online session with the United Nations Development
Programme and within the framework of the SDG
Philanthropy Platform on the margins of the UN General
Assembly and a session during the WINGSForum online
events on a comprehensive approach in response to
Covid-19 and financing the SDGs; and the importance of
multi-stakeholder partnerships to achieve the SDGs.

The NPO Coalition on Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is
a loose network of diverse non-profit organisations (NPOs)
that advocates for changes in FATF’s recommendations
affecting NPOs, particularly Recommendation 8 (R8), with
the aim of eliminating the unintended consequences of FATF
policies on civil society. This year, FATF issued a statement
on Covid-19 expressing a positive statement on NPOs,
which reflects our NPO coalition work. WINGS holds a
seat representing philanthropy since 2017. Our network is
represented by the EFC.

Global Partnership for Effective
Development Co-operation
In 2019, we were invited to take on the philanthropy seat
at the Steering Committee of the Global Partnership for
Effective Development Co-operation (GPEDC) led by the
OECD and UNDP. Since then, we have led an action area
focused on reinforcing foundations’ engagement.

Enabling Environment Working Group
The Enabling Environment Working Group is designed
to provide a space for collaboration between WINGS
members and other organisations of the ecosystem
interested in engaging on the key issues around the
philanthropy environment, i.e. shrinking civic space,
new laws and regulations, and the inequalities and
power imbalances - geographically and otherwise - of
philanthropy infrastructure organisations. The group is
made up of 52 organisations in 28 different countries from
6 regions of the world.
During the year, we hosted one online session to share
the planned activities for the year and opportunities for
the members to engage and to learn from their initiatives.
We also hosted an interactive session co-organised with
Charities Aid Foundation (CAF), Donors and Foundations
Networks in Europe (DAFNE) and the European Foundation
Centre (EFC), for our members to exchange perspectives
on how civil society and philanthropy are being
perceived at the local and regional level; what the role
of infrastructure organisations are in understanding and
influencing policy-making in the Covid-19 world; and how
philanthropy and giving can be leveraged and incentivised
to unlock support and resourcing for the sector during the
crisis, and looking towards rebuilding efforts.

Annual Report 2020 - WINGS
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Statements of Financial Position
December 31, 2020 and 2019
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Financials

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

2020

2019

$1,384,766

$310,600

Unconditional promises to give

112

78,718

50,127

538,541

Prepaid expenses and other current assets

16,644

108,072

Property and equipment, at cost,
net of accumulated depreciation

16,727

315

Without donor restrictions
With donors restrictions

Total assets

$1,468,376

$1,036,246

Liabilities and net assets
Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Refundable advances
Deferred income

Total Liabilities

$63,888

$47,938

597,179

_

14,525

10,000

675,592

57,938

Commitment and contingency
Net assets

439,767

Without donor restrictions

475,812

With donors restrictions

316,972

538,541

792,784

978,308

$1,468,376

$1,036,246

Total Net Assets

Total liabilities and net assets
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06
173
(2020)

2020
Membership
overview
Network map

Number
of WINGS
members

154
(2019)
12%
increase

54

45

Europe
North America
Middle East
and North Africa

23
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Asia-Pacific

Latin America and
the Caribbean

4

Sub-Saharan Africa

18
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List of members

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

ABCR - Associação Brasileira de
Captadores de Recursos
ABFE
ACF - Association of Charitable
Foundations
AFE - Asociación
Española de Fundaciones
AF - Association of Foundations
AFE - Asociación de Fundaciones
Empresariales
Aga Khan Foundation
Alliance Magazine
“Alliance of German Community
Foundations / Bündnis der
Bürgerstiftungen Deutschlands”
APF - African Philanthropy Forum
APFA - Alianza Peruana de
Fundaciones y Asociaciones
APN - Africa Philanthropy Network
Arab Foundations Forum

14. ARC - Association for Community Relation

15. Ariadne
16. ASPIRE Foundation
17. Assifero - Associazione Italiana
Fondazioni ed Enti Filantropici
18. Australian Communities Foundation
19. Australian Environmental Grantmakers
Network
20. AVPN - Asian Venture Philanthropy
Network
21. AYPN - Africa Youth Philanthropy
Network
22. Beautiful Foundation
23. Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
24. Biodiversity Funders Group
25. Blagosfera
26. Brazil Foundation
27. Bundesverband Deutscher
Stiftungen e.V. (Assoc of German
Foundations)
28. CAF - IDIS - Institute for the
Development of Social Investment
29. CAF America
30. CAF Australia: Good2Give
31. CAF Bulgaria - BCause Foundation
32. CAF Canada
33. CAF UK
34. CAF India
35. CAF Russia
36. CAF Southern Africa
37. Candid
38. CAPSI - Centre on African
Philanthropy and Social investment,
Wits Business School
39. Caribbean Philanthropic Alliance
40. Catalyst 2030
41. CECP - Chief Executives for
Corporate Purpose
42. CEFIS - Centro de Filantropía e
Inversiones Sociales, Universidad
Adolfo Ibáñez
43. CEMEFI - Centro Mexicano para la
Filantropía
Annual Report 2020 - WINGS

44. Center for Social Impact and
Philanthropy - Ashoka University
45. Center on Philanthropy and Civil
Society - The Graduate Center, The
City University of New York
46. Centre for Strategic Philanthropy,
Cambridge Judge Business School
47. CFC - China Foundation Center
48. CFF - Centre Français des Fonds et
Fondations
49. Chandler Foundation
50. CIVICUS
51. Civil Society Initiative, University of
Central Asia
52. CivSource Africa
53. CMF - Council of Michigan
Foundations
54. Co-Impact
55. Community Chest
56. Community Foundation Movement in
Latvia
57. Community Foundation of Singapore
58. Community Foundations of Canada
59. Comunalia
60. Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
61. Council of Finnish Foundations
62. Council on Foundations
63. CPF - Centro Português de Fundações
64. CPF - Centrum Pre Filantropiu (Center
for Philanthropy)
65. Donors and Foundations Networks in
Europe (Dafne)
66. Dorothy A. Johnson Center for
Philanthropy
67. EAPN - East Africa Philanthropy Network
68. ECFI - European Community
Foundation Initiative
69. EDGE Funders Alliance
70. EFC - European Foundation Centre
71. ELLAS: Mujeres y Filantropía
72. Empatthy
73. EPIC Africa
74. EPIP - Emerging Practitioners in
Philanthropy
75. FCAA - Funders Concerned About AIDS
76. FCS - Foundation for Civil Society
77. FICS - Funders’ Initiative for Civil Society
78. Filantropi Indonesia
79. Fondation de France
80. Fondazione Italia Sociale
81. Fondenes Videnscenter
82. Ford Foundation
83. Fundação José Luiz Egydio Setúbal
84. Funders 2025 Fund
85. Fundo ELAS
86. GADeF - Global Alliance for
Development Foundation
87. GDFE - Grupo de Fundaciones y
Empresas
88. GFCF - Global Fund for Community
Foundations
89. Ghana Philanthropy Forum
90. GIFE - Grupo de Institutos, Fundações
e Empresas

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

Giving Tuesday
Global Dialogue
Global Impact
Global Philanthropy Partnership
GlobalGiving Foundation
GPP - Global Philanthropy Project
HIP - Hispanics in Philanthropy
HRFN - Human Rights Funders Network
IANCF - Ibero-American Network of
Community Foundations
100. ICNL - International Center
for Non-profit Law
101. IFIP - International Funders for
Indigenous Peoples
102. Impact Hub
103. Independent Philanthropy Association
of South Africa
104. Innpactia
105. INSPIRE
106. Institute for Wise Philanthropy
107. Inyathelo - The South African Institute For
Advancement
108. ISTR - International Society for ThirdSector Research
109. IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
110. IVPC - International Venture
Philanthropy Center
111. JFC - Japan Foundation Center
112. John D. Gerhart Center for
Philanthropy and Civic Engagement
113. KCDF - Kenya Community
Development Foundation
114. La Caixa Foundation
115. La Grande Fondation d’Haiti
116. Moore Philanthropy
117. Mott Foundation
118. Movimento Bem Maior
119. Narada Foundation
120. NCPD - Nepal Center for Philanthropy
and Development
121. Neelan Tiruchelvam Trust
122. NEF - Network of European
Foundations
123. NEID - New England International
Donors
124. NetFWD - Network of Foundations
Working for Development, OECD
Development Centre
125. PCP - Pakistan Centre for
Philanthropy
126. PFC - Philanthropic Foundations
Canada
127. PhiLab - Canadian Philanthropy
Partnership Research
NetworkPhilanthropy Impact
128. Philanthropy AustraliaPhilanthropy
Leadership Network (SACGLF)
129. Philanthropy Circuit
130. Philanthropy Impact
131. Philanthropy Together
132. Philanthropy.io
133. PLN - Philanthropy Leadership
Network
20
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134. PNZ - Philanthropy New Zealand
135. PRE - Philanthropic Initiative for
Racial Equity
136. PSJP - Philanthropy for Social Justice
and Peace
137. Putnam Consulting Group
138. Rede de Filantropia para a Justiça
Social
139. Research Center for Philanthropy and
CSR Programs at UrFU - Ural Federal
University
140. Ribon
141. Rockefeller Brothers Fund
142. Rockefeller Foundation
143. RPA - Rockefeller Philanthropy
Advisors
144. Russian Donors Forum
145. SAANED for Philanthropy Advisory
146. Sattva Consulting
147. Sawiris Foundation for Social
Development
148. Skoll Foundation
149. Southern Africa Trust
150. Spring Rain Global
151. STAR Ghana Foundation
152. Support Foundation for Civil Society Toplum icin Destek Vakfi
153. SwissFoundations
154. Synergos
155. TCF - Twikatane Community
Foundation
156. TechSoup
157. TFN - The Funding Network
158. The Asia Foundation
159. The Krim Group
160. Thomson Reuters Foundation TrustLaw
161. TPI - The Philanthropic Initiative
162. Trag Foundation
163. TrustAfrica
164. TUSEV - Third Sector Foundation of
Turkey
165. United Philanthropy Forum
166. UPF - Ukrainian Philanthropists
Forum
167. Vladimir Potanin Foundation
168. Welight
169. William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
170. Woqi Foundation
171. YISHAN LLC
172. YPI - Youth and Philanthropy Initiative
Canada
173. Zagoriy Foundation
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Funders

07

Funders
and partners

Knowledge Partner
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Board of Directors

08

Amy Taylor

Jaff Shen

Andrew Chunilall

Magdalena Aninat

Atallah Kuttab

Maurice Makoloo

Civicus
South Africa

Board of
Directors
and staff

(Treasurer)
Community Foundations of Canada
Canada
(Chair Emeritus)
SAANED for Philanthropy Advisory
Jordan

Barry Gaberman

(Chair Emeritus)
Independent Philanthropy Professional
United States

Basak T. Ersen
(Secretary)
TUSEV
Turkey

David Lindberg

Council of Michigan Foundations
United States

Francis Kiwanga

The Foundation for Civil Society
Tanzania

Leping Social Entrepreneur Foundation
China
CEFIS-Center for Philantrophy and Social
Investiments
Chile
Ford Foundation
Eastern Africa, Kenya

Naila Farouky
(Chair)
Arab Foundations
Jordan

Paula Fabiani

IDIS- Instituto para o Desenvolvimento do
Investimento Social
Brazil

Rosa Gallego

Spanish Association of Foundations/DAFNE
Spain

Tao Ze

China Foundation Center
China

Ingrid Srinath

Centre for Social Impact and Philanthropy
India

WINGS staff
Benjamin Bellegy

Mehul Singh

Bia Mion

Nadya Hernandez

Cecilia Ramos

Nayara Lima

Executive Director

Programmes Associate
Senior Network and
Communications Associate

Dinkim Sailo

Network and Communications
Coordinator

Larissa Santos

Programmes Assistant

Maíra Prado

Membership and
Communications Assistant
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Network and Communications Intern
Programmes Manager

Administrative and Finance Coordinator

Pablo Collada

Senior Advisor and Coordinator for
Latin America and the Caribbean

Rafaela Sanches

Administrative and Finance Intern

Sophie Monaghan
Programmes Consultant

Zubair Sayed

Senior Communication Advisor
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wingsweb.org
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/WINGSwebinfo

@WINGS_info

InfoWINGSWEB

@wings_elevatingphilanthropy
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